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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

INTRODUCTION

This Technical Memo is the first product from the
Industrial Land and Jobs Study, which complements
the 2015 MTC Goods Movement Needs Assessment. This study analyzes the demand for and
supply of industrially zoned land in the nine-county
region, both now and in the future.

CHARACTERIZING THE DEMAND
FOR INDUSTRIAL LAND

The demand for industrial land has shifted dramatically as the economy has restructured from manufacturing to services. This section examines the
trends in industrial land demand, based on both interviews with 12 experts in real estate and logistics,
and a review of relevant literature. Trends in industrial space and logistics add up to a mixed picture
in terms of the need for and location of industrial
land. Changes in warehousing are generally leading
to smaller spaces, except for the large warehouses
on the periphery demanded by e-commerce giants.
Yet, the overall demand for warehousing space is
increasing dramatically due to the rise of just-intime delivery. Likewise, trends in the maker movement, sustainability, technology, and productivity
are also creating a demand for smaller spaces,
mostly in the core, but to the extent that manufacturing firms are in-sourcing, impacts are likely to be
in the periphery. At the same time, transportation
needs are generally demanding more space in core
areas, for both loading and parking.

BUILDINGS ON INDUSTRIAL LAND

This section describes built space and occupancy
patterns on industrial land based on private real
estate data from CBRE that captures the amount
of industrial space available and the value of those
spaces. In sum, outside of San Francisco much of
the Bay Area’s industrial land is occupied at very
low densities, perhaps to accommodate parking,
loading, and other surface uses. Warehouses
comprise half of the region’s stock, with R&D comprising another 30% (Table A). Warehouse development dominates in every sub-region except the
South Bay, where R&D is concentrated. New construction is occurring mostly in the East and North
Bay. There is a significant amount of older stock,
particularly in San Francisco, Alameda, San Mateo,
and Marin counties. Rents are generally high and
have recovered from the recession, particularly
in San Francisco and the Peninsula, and for R&D
(Figure B). Vacancy rates are now reaching historic
lows, except for R&D (Figure C).

(sqft)

Table A. Industrial Building Stock by Type (2015)
Source: CBRE

INDUSTRIAL LANDS INVENTORY

The goal of the analysis in this section is to determine the supply of industrially zoned land in the
nine-county Bay Area. The analysis found almost
98,000 acres of industrially zoned land located in
the nine-county region (Figure A). Notable differences among sub-regions are the concentration of
heavy industrial land in the East Bay, the reliance
on mixed use-commercial zones in the Peninsula,
and in general, the mixture of industrial and office uses (industrial-office) in both the Peninsula
and the South Bay. Alameda County has the most
industrial land, followed by Contra Costa, Santa
Clara, and Solano. Yet, despite this concentration,
market activity is largely concentrated in San Francisco and Santa Clara counties.
Figure A. Industrially zoned land in the San Francisco Bay Area (nine
counties and inner Bay Area).
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of industries were concentrated on industrial
land. We develop a typology based on the location
quotient (LQ), which measures the concentration of
industries in a particular area relative to the larger
region within which it sits (the reference region).

Figure B. 2014 Annual Industrial Rents1
Source: CBRE

Figure C. Vacancy Rates, 2005 -2015
Source: CBRE

BUSINESS TRENDS ON
INDUSTRIALLY ZONED LAND

This analysis differentiates between the industrial land-dependent industries that are located
throughout the region, and the industrial land-dependent businesses that are actually located on
industrially zoned land (Figure D). As this diagram
illustrates, the industrial land-dependent businesses on industrial land are a subset of the industrial
land-dependent businesses throughout the region.
For our projections of industrial land demand,
we analyze both trends in these businesses on
industrial land and the larger set of industrial
land-dependent businesses. This latter group of
businesses may be considered the latent demand
for industrially zoned land. Overall, our analysis
found that in 2011, there were 205,561 jobs in industrial land-dependent industries actually located
on industrially zoned land, and 600,824 industrial
land-dependent jobs overall in the region.
Figure E maps the location of the industries identified as highly dependent on exclusive industrial

Industrial businesses locate in many different
zones. For instance, a small construction contractor might operate out of a home in a residential
district. Larger contractors are more likely to be
dependent on industrially zoned land. Likewise,
auto repair shops can be found as readily in commercial zones as on industrial land. Tech businesses are found throughout all types of zones,
depending on their size and production process
(e.g., whether they are conducting manufacturing,
software design, research and development, or
some combination). At the same time, industrial
land, whether exclusive or mixed-use, also houses
many types of businesses. For instance, older retail
establishments such as corner stores or diners may
be grandfathered into industrial zones. Flexible
zoning regulations on industrial land may permit a
great variety of uses, from government offices to
professional services.
For this analysis we examined the distribution of
businesses across industrially zoned and other
land in all nine counties, to determine what type

Figure D. Location of industrially zoned land and industrial land-dependent jobs.
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zoning in the region (based on the location quotient, which measures the concentration of industries in a particular area relative to the larger region
within which it sits, or the reference region). This
map sums Dun & Bradstreet/NETS employment
(for 2011) by block group. The greatest concentrations of industrial land-dependent employment
occur in southern Alameda County (from San Leandro to Fremont) and northern Santa Clara County
(primarily San Jose). Other concentrations occur
near SFO, along the Northern Waterfront, and near
Livermore. These concentrations suggest where
the region might want to consider more stringent
protections for industrial land in the future, in order to support regional economic growth.
About 9% of industrial-land dependent jobs move
in an average year, with most moves occurring
within the nine-county region. Cities experiencing
the most churn include Santa Clara, San Jose, Fremont, Milpitas, and San Francisco. San Francisco industrial areas are more likely to experience moveouts than move-ins. Areas that are top job gainers
and not losers include Hayward, SFO, Oakland,
and Pleasanton. Figure F shows the net change in
industrial land-dependent jobs due to moves in the
Bay Area from 1990 to 2012.

Figure E. Employment in Industries Dependent on Exclusive Industrial
Land.

Moved
within
CA:
28,699

Moved
in from
within
CA:
41,299

Moved
outside
of CA:
46,574

Moved
in from
outside
of CA:
87,686

Figure F. Net industrial land-dependent jobs from moves, San Francisco Bay Area, 1990-2012
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This Technical Memo is the first product from
the Industrial Land and Jobs Study, which
complements the 2015 MTC Goods Movement
Needs Assessment. This study analyzes the
demand for and supply of industrially zoned
land in the nine-county region, both now and
in the future.

For this report, we have compiled the most
up-to-date information available on industrial
zones within the Bay Area’s 101 jurisdictions
and unincorporated areas. Bay Area jurisdictions had the opportunity to review and
correct the data, and about one-third offered
minor corrections to the inventory.

The next section of this report describes the
current and future demand for industrial land,
and also provides a brief overview of the Bay
Area economy. Section III provides the inventory of industrial land, describing its extent,
type, and location throughout the nine-county region. Section IV then examines market
trends, including both occupancy and new
completions, for the built industrial stock in
the region, most of which is located on industrial land. Section V examines the location and
trends of businesses on industrial land, identifying what we call “industrial land-dependent”
industries.
9
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The demand for industrial land has shifted dramatically as the economy has restructured from
manufacturing to services. This section first
examines the trends in industrial land demand,
based on both interviews with 12 experts in real
estate and logistics, and a review of relevant
literature.2 Then we examine economic trends
specific to the Bay Area, using County Business
Patterns from 1990 to 2012.

TRENDS SHAPING
INDUSTRIAL LAND DEMAND

In this section we examine trends in the use of
industrial land and space in order to determine
how demand is shifting in both the region’s core
and its periphery. After providing an overview of
the role of industrial land in the regional economy, we look at trends in both industrial space—
specifically, warehousing and storage, manufacturing, and R&D—and freight logistics. Although
some trends, particularly those reported by
trade publications, might be more speculative
than evidence-based, reporting them is useful to
get a sense of what stakeholders in the field are
thinking about today. We focus mainly on U.S.
trends and hypothesize on what these trends
imply for space and location of industrial uses in
metropolitan regions.

incubator or housing businesses linked to other
local clusters; or (2) negative externalities are
an issue. Mixed use zoning allows higher uses,
either commercial, residential, or both. Since
higher uses pay higher rents, this can put pressure on industrial businesses, who may eventually need to leave for lower-cost locations.
Recent work highlights the contribution of industrial areas and their activities to the regional
economy: as job generators; as providers of
supplies and services, such as back-office functions or automobile repair, to businesses and
households; and as reservoirs of low-cost space
that can incubate startup businesses.5 Industrially zoned land performs a role in the regional
economy as a reserve of relatively low-cost land
and large buildings with potentially flexible use:
many industrial sites can accommodate not
just production but also back-office functions,
storage, loading, parking, and even research
and development.6 They can also be subdivided
when firms decrease in size. In contrast to more
modern office buildings, this type of space offers
firms the flexibility they seek in today’s economy,
with the ability to shift between vertical and horizontal organization, and to easily add or shed
employees.

Industrial Land

Zoning land for industrial use performs two different functions. Separating lower (agricultural,
industrial) uses from higher (commercial, residential), prevents the negative externalities associated with production from impacting less noxious uses. Further, it signals the types of physical
and legal improvements that will be appropriate
to maximize the land’s productive capacity—i.e.,
the land’s highest and best use.3
Two types of industrial zones are common:
exclusive and mixed. Exclusive zoning preserves
industrial zoning by prohibiting higher uses despite market interest.4 Exclusive zoning is particularly appropriate when (1) the industrial district
is economically viable, functioning as a business

Across the U.S., many municipalities and counties have recently undertaken studies of industrial land supply, typically in response to developer
pressures to convert the land to residential,
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commercial, or mixed use. It is mostly the strong
market regions that are re-evaluating how much
industrial land they need. A 2010 review of over
twenty such studies found three general concerns leading to industrial land preservation: the
recognition that industrial businesses (or more
broadly, production, distribution and repair
firms) support both the residential sector and
other businesses, that they need to be located
close by their customers, and that the availability of affordable land is key to maintaining these
businesses.7 Just in the past couple of years, New
York City, Washington DC, Montgomery County,
MD, and the Puget Sound Region have produced
updated industrial land studies.

Industrial Space

The market for industrial space in the Bay Area
has evolved and matured considerably in the
recent decades. Earlier real estate cycles saw
the out-migration of many large-scale industrial
users from San Francisco and the Peninsula to
the outer areas of the region, mostly to the south
and east (for instance, to the Livermore Valley
area). This out-migration continues, but is increasingly likely to leapfrog out of the region into
the Central Valley, with its abundant supply of
developing land. At the same time, however, job
growth in the core has created new demand for
land in the region’s core, close to the workforce.
The largest segment of demand is for distribution space, since companies still prefer to locate
their warehouse space within 15 miles of the corporate office. For instance, both Philz and Peet’s
coffee companies have recently acquired large
warehouse spaces in Oakland.
Much of this market is seeking new generation
space, warehouse buildings with high ceilings,
in order to stack goods higher. Older industrial
buildings in the core – even from as recently as
the 1960s – do not work well for distribution
functions, so this older stock tends to be torn
down rather than converted. The market for this
stock is largely companies like Apple or Tesla,
who are willing to pay a premium for warehouse
space in proximity to their headquarters or man-

ufacturing, not so much to store finished products but rather supplies or even office furniture
from their campuses. Because of the lack of land
and challenges of dealing with existing buildings
in the core, developers are building new industrial developments on spec, to the extent possible
in desirable areas such as the 880 corridor, and if
not, the Central Valley.
Interviewees suggested that the greatest pressure for the conversion of industrial land to
housing or higher commercial uses will occur
near transit. The areas experiencing most conversion are those that allow office construction
alongside industrial; the differential in land
prices often leads to the redevelopment of the
industrial parcels for office. In some cases, cities
also allow nonconforming uses, such as schools
or churches, to be built in industrial areas, which
changes the character of the area and sets the
stage for future conversion.

Warehousing and Storage
Warehouse location is fundamental to transporting goods to consumers both in a competitive
time frame and in a cost effective manner. Housing inventory in close proximity to the company’s
consumers reduces delivery costs and permits
companies to store product mixes more appropriate for specialized market segments.8
12
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E-commerce is expected to quadruple its share
of retail trade in the next ten years, with 30% of
all retail online by 2025.9 The increase in e-commerce influences business decisions about optimal warehouse location, inventory management,
and amount of warehouse space. Companies
consider these factors in attempt to minimize
travel time and shipping expenses, both to satisfy customers and to reduce the shipping cost
absorbed by the company.
In general, companies are moving their inventory
to smaller distribution centers close to their consumer base. Amazon Prime’s Same Day delivery
is an example of a delivery option that caters to
consumers’ desire for “instant delivery gratification.”10 As part of this effort, Amazon is leasing
very large warehouse spaces on the periphery of
the region, while also investing in the last mile

of delivery, in a modification of the traditional
hub-and-spoke arrangement that involves smaller regionalized warehouses.11 With regards to
inventory management, companies such as WalMart are opting to put more inventory in their
distribution centers as opposed to their stores.12
Thus, the demand for just-in-time delivery is
leading to a new kind of fulfillment center which
is using predictive analytics to move goods closer
to markets. Fulfillment facilities differ from tra-

ditional warehouses; often built to custom specifications, they allow faster processing of orders
through technology, and tend to be located in
higher population (and cost) areas than the larger distribution centers.
New warehouse buildings, particularly fulfillment
centers for e-commerce, include more parking
than in the past because of the “high touch” nature of e-commerce, which results in higher employment densities. The new generation of space
has wider aisles; minimum 30 feet clear heights
in order to stack higher; and high sprinkler capacity in order to be able to stack plastic, rubber,
or flammable materials to the ceiling. Cross-dock
facilities, which allow loading on two sides of the
building, are increasingly in demand from users
like Amazon, and many of the warehouses are
flow-through facilities that require more truck
bays. In general, these buildings utilize much
more land for these transportation functions.
Yet, while the shift in consumer behavior has
increased demand for warehousing space, the
increase in supply is not comparable; the rise in
demand for instant delivery has occurred more
quickly than developers can build space in the
core.13 Moreover, the demand from e-commerce
is putting pressure on warehouse space throughout the region: even areas like the North Bay
report a lack of small, centralized warehouse
spaces. Further, demand for traditional types of
spaces remains strong, particularly storage yards
and truck yards. Many businesses are also demanding hybrid spaces that combine office and
warehouse, with perhaps some space for smallscale production. This type of space is particularly in demand in the South Bay.
A future trend to watch is shared space for warehousing. One company has created an internet
market that connects warehouse space users in
need of space with those in possession of excess
capacity.14 This should allow for higher occupancy rates and more efficient use of space.
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Manufacturing and R&D
With a growing “maker movement”, on-demand
production, and the productivity increases made
possible by the Internet of Things (IoT), or what
some are calling the 4th Industrial Revolution,
the role of manufacturing in cities today looks
quite different from the way it did just a few
decades ago. In 2006, the first Maker Faire, held
in San Mateo, attracted around 20,000 people.
This year, over 140,000 people attended the
annual event, and the “maker movement” has
gone international.15 The more sustainable,
locally-sourced and produced, highly customized
products of today’s manufacturing sector rely
on industrial and mixed-use land in the region’s
core. This suggests the new viability of walkable,
amenity-rich, urban industrial neighborhoods.16
This new movement, because of its smaller scale,
does not have the negative environmental and
traffic impacts of the older manufacturing sector.
As Ilana Preuss, founder of Re-Cast City, writes,
“The new definition of modern manufacturing
can be done in close proximity to other uses.
New urban manufacturers make better neighbors because their processes create less noise
and fewer environmental impacts.” At the same
time, many are small: brokers report the greatest
demand for spaces as small as 1,000 square feet,
housing just a couple workers in a small office,
plus a small warehouse space with a roll door.
Subdividing buildings is expensive and landlords
prefer to rent entire buildings, creating a shortage of such spaces. Due to high land costs, many
of San Francisco’s 600 makers conduct their
actual production in cheaper areas in the East
Bay while headquartered in the City. Subletting
or sharing a lease is another approach commonly used.
More advanced technologies, like 3D printing,
have also influenced the industry by removing
some barriers to entry for firms who otherwise
lacked access to financial capital. Many expect
reliance on 3D printing to lead to new demand
for industrial land within more urban areas.
Another industry trend is in-sourcing, or moving

the production or warehousing process closer to
the consumer because it reduces delivery costs
and allows for more late-stage customized product variation. Many of these manufacturers are
also selling direct to consumer. As one industrial
real estate expert put it, “Domestic manufacturers today are a different breed than their predecessors, often working with low overhead and
looking to sell small batches of product directly
to consumers.”17 Reshoring of selective types of
manufacturing (often machine-based) is often
occurring through contract manufacturing, which
allows companies to prototype products and
protect intellectual capital while decreasing turnaround time relative to offshore operations.
In order to cut costs, some manufacturing firms
are also experimenting with on-demand production. By keeping a very low inventory, smaller
manufacturers can customize products without
running into overstock issues and avoiding extra
supply chain costs.18 This additional value created through flexibility and on-demand production
requires proximity to the market.
Productivity improvements made possible
through the IoT also create what some call
“mass craftsmanship.”19 This “smart manufacturing” uses embedded sensors and integrated
software to collect plant operations and supply
chain data, analyze that data and drive real-time
improvements in production and procurement
processes.20 This allows for greater speed and
flexibility, in what one supply chain professional
calls “demand-driven on steroids.”21 It may also
allow manufacturers to replace retiring workers
with technology, reducing labor demand. Because this new manufacturing mode requires
modernized infrastructure, and converting older
buildings to modern manufacturing and distribution standards is prohibitively expensive, these
high-tech businesses disproportionately tend to
locate outside of the older core industrial areas.
One way that cities stay competitive is through
offering low power rates through independently
owned utilities (as in Santa Clara, which is attracting data centers).

14
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Historically, manufacturing space included 5-10%
office space, e.g., for design and R&D. Now, more
high tech companies are moving towards manufacturing close to larger office operations to enable quicker response time and more collaboration between design, production, and marketing.

Freight and logistics

Intermodal freight seems to be regaining importance in the United States, particularly on the
West Coast.22 According to the American Railroad
Association, the domestic share of total U.S. rail
intermodal traffic has increased in the last few
years, with a portion of truck freight now being
moved by a mix of both rail and truck.23 Not only
is increased cost-effectiveness generating new
interest in freight hubs, but also new technologies are making rail freight more innovative; for
instance, one company offers the possibility to
store food on the train, with each train unit acting as mini-warehouses.24,25
Thus it seems that intermodal hubs – that is,
spaces for merchandise-transfer from truck to
rail, or from ship to rail – will gain importance
in upcoming years.26 Intermodal freight creates
a need for more efficient coordination of transfers from one mode to another. For this reason,
experts in the industry anticipate that intermodal
hubs will focus their efforts on becoming logistics
hubs as well.27 This involves either making use
of a third-party logistics firm (3PL), or integrating
a transportation management system (TMS) to
make shipping more efficient.28
We hypothesize that increased intermodal
freight implies a need for more space for these
transfers, as well as off-site storage, to occur,
and that this would occur in urban cores due
to railroad stations and ports that are usually
already centrally located. However, this trend
might also mean the consolidation of transportation and logistics spaces in fewer, more concentrated intermodal hubs. (And in fact, the Oakland
port is already losing out to the Southern California ports as an intermodal hub.)

Relatedly, improving port management is a growing concern within the industry – not only to accommodate the demand for intermodal freight,
but also to reduce port congestion.29 In the
Californian context, the Port of Los Angeles/Long
Beach and the Port of Oakland have both recently looked into port management strategies,
including implementation of off-peak programs
and the extension of port hours, respectively.30
We hypothesize that this will imply a plateau or
a decreased need for port space in the urban
core, as these strategies seek to optimize existing
infrastructure and land.
In terms of air travel, airports are steadily expanding, often surrounded by related new industrial, commercial, and residential development.31
Airports appear to be particularly strong candidates for expansion when they are situated in
proximity to rail or major connecting highways,
for instance in the case of Dallas-Fort Worth Airport.32 Air cargo is increasingly demanding space,
often from large delivery companies managing
their own distribution facilities (e.g., FedEx and
UPS). This would imply a need for more land. In
most (though not all) cases, airports are located in the periphery of cities or of metropolitan
regions, which would thus create higher demand
for industrial land at the fringes rather than in
the core.
Much speculation is occurring about the potential role of drones.33 While it remains unclear how
15
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drone regulation and risk will be managed, several articles suggest drones’ imminent importance
for shipping and delivery.34 By potentially altering the cost of transportation of goods, drones
might have an impact on firms’ logistics planning,
as well as on the location and type of industrial
space needed in urban cores. Currently, drones
are being tested not just for delivery, but also
replacing labor within fulfillment facilities. Nevertheless the implications still remain unclear, and
new regulations will need to address routing and
delivery.
It is worth touching again on same-day delivery
trends (mentioned above). Possible implications
of this tendency are, on the one hand, a decrease
in the use of third-party delivery trucks for large
providers, and on the other hand, an increase in
use of third-party delivery trucks by small providers.35 Innovations are also emerging to respond
to this demand. For example some firms are
thinking of using private transportation network
companies for home delivery36 or are looking to
the addition of urban fulfillment centers in their
supply chain, which means that “inventory-replenishment trucks, en-route to brick-and-mor-

tar’s stores from a distribution center can stop by
a fulfillment center to pick up customers’ online
orders.”37 Overall, the increased efficiency of
shipping and delivery is also linked to the “Internet of Things” (see above), as it allows for more
demand-responsive, postponed freight and logistics planning.38

Conclusion

In sum, trends in industrial space and logistics
add up to a mixed picture in terms of the need
for and location of industrial land. As Table II.1
describes, changes in warehousing are generally
leading to smaller spaces, except for the large
warehouses on the periphery demanded by
e-commerce giants. Yet, the overall demand for
warehousing space is increasing dramatically
due to the rise of just-in-time delivery. Likewise,
trends in the maker movement, sustainability,
technology, and productivity are also creating a
demand for smaller spaces, mostly in the core,
but to the extent that manufacturing firms are
in-sourcing, impacts are likely to be in the periphery. At the same time, transportation needs are
generally demanding more space in core areas,
for both loading and parking.
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Table II.1: Business trends and their implications for industrial space in urban cores and peripheries

Table II.2. Top 10 Industrial Sectors by Employment – Bay Area, 2012
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BUSINESS TRENDS IN THE
BAY AREA
As discussed in ABAG’s 2015 State of the Region
report, the Bay Area is continuing its long-term
restructuring, with steady growth in health, social
services and education, and leisure and hospitality. Although more volatile, regional economic
boom periods also see growth in professional
services, business services, and information.
Longer term, there are declines in manufacturing
and financial services, particularly pronounced
during economic busts. San Francisco is currently dominating in professional and technical job
growth, while the information sector continues
to grow in Santa Clara County. Distributed more
evenly throughout the region is growth in health,
social services, accommodation, and food.
Using data from the U.S. Census Bureau’s County
Business Patterns, we examined employment in
the nine county Bay Area region at the most detailed industry category available (6-digit NAICS)
from 1990 to 2012 , using the definition of industrial developed by San Francisco (production,
distribution, and repair or PDR sectors). Overall,
there were 1,176,770 jobs in PDR industries in
1990, and 1,047,441 in 2012, a decline of 11%
in a region where the economy overall grew by
14%.
There are several large industries in the Bay Area
with a location quotient greater than 2 that likely
rely on industrial land—mainly wholesale and
manufacturing industries. Many are also industries that show long-term growth trends from
1990 to 2012 as well as short-term growth trends
from 2005 to 2012 (Table II.2). Other Electronic Parts and Equipment Merchant Wholesalers
added over 16,000 jobs from 2005 to 2012, and
Analytical Laboratory Instrument Manufacturing
added more than 2,000 jobs.
There are many industries, particularly in manufacturing, that have declined since 1990. Those
industries experiencing the largest long term declines are Guided Missile and Space Vehicle Pro-

pulsion Unit and Propulsion Unit Parts Manufacturing, which employed 1,700 people in 1990 and
is nonexistent today; Boat Building, which employed 5,400 people in 1990 and only 24 people
today; and Blank Magnetic and Optical Recording
Media Manufacturing, which employed 6,100
people in 1990 and 57 people today. Among
manufacturing industries, semiconductor, electrical instrument measuring, computer storage device, and electronic computer manufacturing are
in decline. Drywall and installation contractors,
commercial printing, specialty trade contractors,
highway and bridge construction, and electric
power distribution are also experiencing job losses. Growing industries are mostly in wholesaling,
transportation, and logistics services, such as
Other Electronic Parts and Equipment Merchant
Wholesalers. Electronic shopping generates additional demand for logistics and transportation
industries, while passenger air transportation
is likely to add jobs as well. Part V of this report
explores these trends in more detail.
18
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The goal of the analysis in this section is to determine the supply of industrially zoned land in the
nine-county Bay Area. But because land use and
zoning can differ despite requirements for them
to align, and because much of the land identified
may be undeveloped, these zoning numbers only
provide a baseline understanding of where there
is opportunity for industrial activity. Subsequent
analysis (beginning with the information provided in Part IV) will look to understand the use
and occupancy of this industrial land, as well as
recent development activities.
The following begins with a description of our
research approach, including the collection and
analysis of primary and secondary data on zoning at the parcel level. The next section describes
the amount and distribution of industrially zoned
land across counties, looking specifically at seven
categories that range from heavy industrial to
mixed-use residential and industrial. Maps display the location of industrially zoned land in
more detail. A final section examines recent sales
transactions of industrial parcels.

METHODOLOGY AND
DEFINITIONS

For this analysis we draw on 2014 county tax
assessor parcel data for each of the nine counties, linked to shapefiles in ArcGIS.39 From the
assessor data, we obtained lot square footage,
sales transactions, and select data about buildings, described in Part IV. Neither the county tax
assessors nor the regional agencies (MTC/ABAG)
had a reliable and current database of zoning
by parcel that we could use, so we collected the
most up-to-date zoning information available as
of June 2015 from all cities and unincorporated
areas in the nine-county region.40 Some cities
and areas were able to provide us with digital
zoning files in ArcGIS format, while others only
had zoning available in PDF format. For these,
our research team had to enter the data manually into tables and GIS. Cities were given the
opportunity to correct the zoning designations
we collected and entered via the project website
(www.bayareaindustrialland.com). In addition,

we conducted fieldwork in all nine counties to
verify the accuracy of the database (described
more in Appendix II).
Common categorizations for industrial land were
identified across different zoning codes. These
commonalities were then used to create a regional classification of industrial lands for this
analysis (Table III.1). Because this study seeks
ultimately to determine where best to preserve
and convert industrially zoned land, it is important to distinguish between industrial zones that
are dedicated only to industrial uses—henceforth the “exclusive” industrial categories—and
those that allow a mixture of uses and/or activities. The exclusive industrial designation typically
is for industrial uses which could be incompatible
with other uses, because of impacts of noise,
traffic, or odor. It also encompasses light industrial uses such as light manufacturing, wholesale,
and repair, which are not necessarily noxious,
but are typically characterized by a different type
of economic activity than in offices or stores. We
also include special districts designated for transportation or utility in this category. Mixed-use
categories include both designated mixed-use
zones allowing industrial, commercial, and/or
residential, and industrial zones that allow office
buildings as of right (not as an ancillary use),
without a quota or limit. Appendix I provides
some sample zoning codes by category by way of
illustration, and a full list of the zoning categorizations can be found at the project website.
20

Table III.1. Regional Zoning Classifications and Descriptions
Note that agricultural designations are not included. See Appendix II for more details

Table III.2. Amount and Distribution of Industrial Land*
Source: County Assessors’ DataQuick Database; See Appendix II for methodological notes on how total acreage was calculated
* Calculations based on gross regional land area.
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AMOUNT AND DISTRIBUTION
OF INDUSTRIAL LANDS

The gradual urbanization and industrialization of
the Bay Area, particularly since 1850, has led to a
distinct pattern of industrial land location. Initially, industrial uses were confined to the core city
and port areas, mostly in San Francisco and the
East Bay. In the early to mid-20th century, industrial uses expanded into the South Bay. Most recently, parts of the North Bay have industrialized
as well, typically on large lots with convenient
highway access. Meanwhile, some of the older
industrial land in the core has undergone conversion to commercial and residential use.
Given these waves of industrialization, the
amount of industrial land is not evenly distributed across counties (Figure III.1). While some of
this distribution may be attributed to the overall
size of each county, several counties that have
a significantly higher share of land zoned for
industrial use (e.g. 4.2% of land in Contra Costa
County has industrial zoning—see Table III.2).
The share of land zoned for industrial use corresponds roughly to goods movement patterns: as
discussed in the MTC Regional Goods Movement
Plan Task 2C Technical Memorandum (2015),
the leading counties in terms of output of goods
movement dependent industries are Santa Clara,
Contra Costa, Alameda, and Solano counties.
Meanwhile, in many of the North Bay counties
less than 1% of land is zoned for industrial uses
—this may be partially attributed to the regional
zoning classifications excluding agricultural uses
for methodological purposes (see Appendix II).

TYPE OF INDUSTRIAL LANDS

The type of industrial land also varies from county to county (Figure III.2). East Bay counties have
significant land zoned for heavy and medium
industrial uses that could potentially conflict with
their surroundings. For example, in Contra Costa
County the City of Antioch’s M-2 Heavy Industrial allows for: “production of and extraction of
metals or chemical products from raw materials,
steel works and finishing mills, chemical or fer-

Figure III.2. Distribution of Industrial Land Categories
Source: County Assessors’ DataQuick Database

tilizer plants, petroleum and gas refiners, paper
mills, lumber mills, asphalt, concrete and hot mix
batch plants, power generation plants, glassworks, textile mills, concrete products manufacturing and similar uses.”41
North Bay counties have a large share of land
for transportation, which includes land zoned for
bus or rail yards, power generation and other
utilities, airport-related facilities, and related corridors. For example, in Solano County, the City of
Rio Vista’s zoning C-2A Airport Commercial District was included in this total. The C-2A zoning
designation is intended to “supply a complete
range of airport related services at the airport.”42
Combining the seven categories above into the
broader classifications described in Table III.1
(Exclusive and Mixed-Use) we see additional
patterns of how industrial land is distributed. In
Figure III.3 the Exclusive Industrial classification is
zoned for more intense industrial activities while
the Mixed-Use zoning provides the potential for
multiple kinds of activities on the land. A table
that includes these numbers by individual counties can be found in the Appendix III.
These broader classifications give a sense of the
different intensities of industrial land across the
22

Figure III.2. Distribution of Industrial Land Categories43
Source: County Assessors’ DataQuick Database

Figure III.3. Distribution of Consolidated Industrial Land Categories
Source: County Assessors’ DataQuick Database
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region and the kinds of activities that this land
supports. For example East Bay counties have
significantly more land zoned for exclusive industrial uses, while the South Bay has a more even
balance of exclusive industrial and mixed-use.
The zoning patterns seen in Figure III.2 and III.3
may be an indication of the kinds of industries
that have already concentrated in different areas, and/or it may point to cities’ efforts to attract
new/additional businesses with specific industrial land use needs or position the land for non-industrial uses.

Oakland and San Jose top the list, each with over
6,000 acres of industrially zoned land. Figures
III.4-III.8 map the land in these areas (see Appendix IV for maps of the rest of the region). The
majority of Oakland’s industrial zoning allows for
exclusive industrial uses (e.g. heavy, medium, or
light industry), while San Jose has a higher proportion of mixed-use industrial zoning, or industrial zones where office uses are allowed.

INDUSTRIAL LAND BY CITY

The assessors’ data also allowed us to determine
the amount of industrial land available in cities.
Table III.3 shows the ‘top ten’ cities with the most
land zoned for industrial activities. Appendix III
provides a list of the top fifty cities.
Oakland and San Jose top the list, each with over
6,000 acres of industrially zoned land. Figures
III.4-III.8 map the land in these areas (see Appendix IV for maps of the rest of the region). The
majority of Oakland’s industrial zoning allows for
exclusive industrial uses (e.g. heavy, medium, or
light industry), while San Jose has a higher proportion of mixed-use industrial zoning, or industrial zones where office uses are allowed.

Figure III.4. Industrially Zoned Land in Oakland, Emeryville, Berkeley,
Alameda, San Leandro

Table III.3. Cities with Highest Amount of Industrially Zoned Land
Source: County Assessors’ DataQuick Database
* According to Fremont’s own inventory of industrially zoned land, the
total is slightly higher: 4,360 acres.
Figure III.5. Industrially Zoned Land in San Jose, Milpitas, Santa Clara,
Sunnyvale, Mountain View, and nearby cities
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With the exception of South San Francisco—
where the majority of land is zoned for light
industrial—the industrial land in San Mateo cities
are also primarily zoned for mixed-use activities
(Figure III.6). In contrast, most industrial land in
Contra Costa County is zoned heavy industrial,
as shown in Figure III.7. Solano County, with 16%
of the region’s industrial land, is mostly medium
industrial and industrial-office.

Figure III.8. Industrially Zoned Land in Solano County

SALES TRANSACTIONS

Figure III.6. Industrially Zoned Land in northern San Mateo County

Figure III.7. Industrially Zoned Land in Contra Costa County

Another indicator of the market for industrial
land is the frequency of sales transactions. Sales
of industrial parcels may indicate strong business demand, or could be occurring because
of intentions to convert the land to other uses.
Based on an analysis of assessors’ data, we
found that over the last ten years the most active and volatile markets for industrial land were:
Alameda, Santa Clara and San Francisco Counties. This is most likely due to the faster rate of
urbanization in these areas. Of particular note is
the high volume of transactions in San Francisco,
given the relatively small amount of industrial
land.
Yet, while the number of transactions (depicted
above) is about equal in Santa Clara and San
Francisco, Santa Clara outpaces all counties
in terms of the total acreage of industrial land
transacted over the last five years (Table III.4).
Solano County in the North Bay saw a small
number of transactions, but a relatively high
amount of square footage as a result of several
larger transactions (ranging from 25-300 acres)
in the cities of Fairfield, Rio Vista, and unincorporated areas.
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Figure III.9. Transactions of Industrially Zoned Parcels (by number of parcels)

Table III.4. Transaction of Industrially Zoned Land from 2010-201444
Source: County Assessors’ Dataquick Database
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CONCLUSION

In sum, the analysis found almost 98,000 acres of
industrially zoned land located in the nine-county
region. Notable differences among sub-regions
are the concentration of heavy industrial land
in the East Bay, the reliance on mixed use-commercial zones in the Peninsula, and in general,
the mixture of industrial and office uses (industrial-office) in both the Peninsula and the South
Bay. Alameda County has the most industrial
land, followed by Contra Costa, Santa Clara, and
Solano. Yet, despite this concentration, market
activity is largely concentrated in San Francisco
and Santa Clara counties.
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BACKGROUND,
METHODOLOGY AND
DEFINITIONS		

To accompany the zoning analysis in Part III that
identifies the opportunities under existing regulations for industrial activity, this research also
sought to understand occupancy patterns.
As an initial step towards understanding the built
space and its utilization, we used private real estate data from CBRE that captures the amount of
industrial space available and the value of those
spaces.45 We relied on the following CBRE data
points addressing the questions of space and
value:
• Stock: The total amount of competitive single-tenant and multi-tenant space (in square
feet) (also known as net rentable area, or
NRA)
• Completions: The amount of new space
open for occupancy (in square feet) during a
period. The figure includes both single and
multi-tenant completions.
• Asking Rents: Average gross or net asking
rents weighted by the number of square feet
available for lease.
• Vacancy Rate: The total vacant space available for lease divided by the total stock.46

The CBRE data also segment industrial spaces
by several different use types. This allowed us
to develop a deeper understanding of the actual supply and demand for industrial land in the
nine-county region using the following categories:
• Manufacturing: Industrial buildings with less
than 3 stories and a parking ratio less than
2.5:1 for which less than 25% of the NRA is
demised or planned as office space.
• Warehouse/Distribution: Industrial buildings with the same criteria as Manufacturing buildings and for which at least 50% of
“non-office” space has a clear height of 18
feet or greater.
• Research & Development: Industrial buildings with one to three stories for which at
least 25% but less than 75% of the NRA is
demised or planned as office space or highly
improved, and have a parking ratio greater
than or equal to 2.5:1. Flex space is included
in this category.47
Note that this dataset does not include some
older, multi-story industrial buildings. Also, CBRE
does not track industrial real estate in Sonoma
and Marin Counties. We sought an alternative
data source for these counties from Colliers International, but they also do not track this data.
A representative from Colliers explained that
there is not sufficient commercial real estate in
Sonoma and Marin for them to comprehensively
track industrial activity in these counties. Thus,
these counties are excluded from this analysis.
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AVAILABLE INDUSTRIAL
SPACE

The CBRE database found 562,582,000 square
feet (12,915 acres) of industrial stock in the
nine-county region. This is significantly less than
the 97,823 acres of industrially zoned land found
in Part III (repeated in Table IV.1). This difference
occurs because the Assessors’ data includes total
land area, while CBRE only calculates the square
footage. Thus the industrial space calculations
exclude vacant land, parking, loading areas, trailers, older industrial buildings, and so forth.48

Table IV.1. Comparison of Zoning with Actual Stock
Source: County Assessors’ DataQuick Database and CBRE

Regionally we see that the East Bay has both the
highest amount of industrial building stock and
acres zoned for industrially uses, while San Francisco has the least (Figure IV.1). With these calculations, it should also be noted that the North
Bay excludes Marin and Sonoma Counties, but
there is likely limited industrial activity occurring
there.

BUILDING COVERAGE

Another way to assess the intensity of development is to look at floor area ratios, or building
coverage. For this calculation, we returned to the
Assessors’ data collected on building square footage, excluding vacant lots and potential industrial activity on other, unidentified parcels. The
building coverage calculations in Table IV.2 are
the result of dividing the building square footage
by the total lot size of parcels where development has occurred. Over 100% suggests a high
floor area ratio because of multi-story buildings.
In Sonoma and Marin, ratios are very low, probably due to parking or other surface uses.
Solano County in the North Bay had the highest
intensity developments on industrial lands (138%
of the developed land covered by buildings). Yet
the standard deviation was very high, indicating
that some buildings on industrial lands are multiple stories, while others are much less dense. In
addition to showing the large range in intensity
for industrial buildings, these coverage calculations may be an indication that industrial land
is being developed for other non-industrial uses
that lends itself to denser building types.

Table IV.2. Percent of IL Covered by a Building50
Source: County Assessors’ DataQuick Database

Figure IV.1. Regional Total Industrial Stock, 201549
Source: County Assessors’ DataQuick Database and CBRE

Solano County in the North Bay had the highest
intensity developments on industrial lands (138%
of the developed land covered by buildings). Yet
the standard deviation was very high, indicating
that some buildings on industrial lands are mul-
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tiple stories, while others are much less dense. In
addition to showing the large range in intensity
for industrial buildings, these coverage calculations may be an indication that industrial land
is being developed for other non-industrial uses
that lends itself to denser building types.

TYPE OF INDUSTRIAL USES

Real estate databases can give us a sense of the
type of space available. Regionally, warehouse
space takes up the most land area at 51% of all
industrial stock. Manufacturing demands the
least space at 16% of the total stock (Figure IV.2).
The ‘Other’ category includes special use and
space that is non-classifiable.

CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY

In general, construction activity of industrial
space has slowed over the last ten years. The
exceptions are in the Peninsula from 2005-2009
and San Francisco from 2010- 2015 (Table IV.4).
This decrease in construction is likely the result
of the recession, and a lag time over the last five
years in real estate cycles as new construction is
still in the process of coming online now that the
market has recovered.
Solano County in the North Bay had the highest
intensity developments on industrial lands (138%
of the developed land covered by buildings). Yet
the standard deviation was very high, indicating
that some buildings on industrial lands are multiple stories, while others are much less dense. In
addition to showing the large range in intensity
for industrial buildings, these coverage calculations may be an indication that industrial land
is being developed for other non-industrial uses
that lends itself to denser building types.

Figure IV.2. 2015 Total Regional Stock (SFx1000)
Source: CBRE

In most counties, warehouse space comprises
50%-75% of the total industrial stock. The exception is the South Bay where R&D is the dominant
industrial uses (Table IV.3).

(sqft)

Table IV.3. Industrial Building Stock by Type (2015)
Source: CBRE

Table IV.4. Total Industrial Completions (SF x 1000)
Source: CBRE

Despite this slowdown, over the last ten years
the largest amount of new industrial square
footage has been constructed in the East Bay
(8,283,000 square feet completed). The North
Bay has also seen a significant amount of industrial construction.
In the East Bay the largest share of new construction is for warehouse use (Table IV.5). Yet
the high amount of R&D construction from
2005-2009 and the increase in manufacturing
completions may point to a new demand for
‘flex’ and ‘maker’ spaces. The majority of East Bay
R&D and manufacturing completions occurred
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along the 880 corridor, which includes the cities
of Hayward, Union City, and Fremont. More than
a third (545,000 sqft) of the East Bay R&D space
completed from 2005-2009 was along the 880
corridor, while all of the East Bay manufacturing
space was completed along 880 from 2010-2015.
Warehouse completions were more evenly distributed across the East Bay.
In the North Bay, the construction activity appears to be driven primarily by demand for warehouse space (Table IV.6). This activity was evenly
distributed across Solano and Napa counties
(Marin and Sonoma counties are not included by
CBRE).

BUILDING AGE

In addition to completion data from CBRE, the
Assessors’ data allowed us to look at the average age for all building stock located on industrially zoned land. For those buildings that the
Assessor had data, the averages for each county
are shown in Table IV.7. An interesting trend to
observe is the concentration of older buildings
in the core (particularly San Francisco and Alameda), due most likely to the urbanization of
these counties earlier in the region’s development. In Napa and Solano counties, buildings
tend to be much newer.

Table IV.5. East Bay Completions by Building Type (SF x 1000)
Source: CBRE

Table IV.6. North Bay Completions by Building Type (SFx1000)
Source: CBRE

Table IV.7. Average Building Age
Source: County Assessors’ DataQuick Database
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INDUSTRIAL RENT

Gross rents for all industrial spaces in San Francisco and the Peninsula are higher than regional
averages (Figure IV.3). Rents at the core of San
Francisco are of particular note: in SOMA the current average gross industrial rents are $41.53/
sqft/year and North of Market gross rents are
$40.34/sqft/year. Because these rent numbers
only include space that is currently available for
lease, however, these rent numbers don’t factor
in industrial tenants with long-term leases at
lower rates.
The smaller total land areas of San Francisco and
the northern Peninsula likely plays an important
role in restricting the supply of industrial lands
and raising the demand/willingness to pay. A
supplemental explanation may be the higher
proportion of mixed-use zoning in these areas,
identified in Part III (Figure III.3), which allows a

greater variety of uses and thus attracts a larger
market.
Rents for available R&D space in the North,
South, and East Bays are below the regional average. For manufacturing space, the East Bay is
the only area in the region where rents are below
the regional average ($7.22/sqft/year regionally, $6.01/sqft/year in the East Bay). Warehouse
rents appear to be the most consistent across
the region (Figure IV.3). This consistency of rent
may be one reason that over half of the regional
industrial stock (seen in Figure IV.2) is warehouse
space.
Over the last ten years industrial rents have remained relatively stable—decreasing during the
recession, but making a steady comeback since
2012 (Figure IV.4). Rents for R&D have risen the
most.

Figure IV.3. 2014 Annual Industrial Rents51
Source: CBRE

Figure IV.4. Annual Industrial Rents, 2005-2015
Source: CBRE
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OCCUPANCY TRENDS

Similar to historic rent trends, industrial vacancy
rates have been steadily recovering post-recession (Figure IV.5). Vacancy rates in the South Bay,
the Peninsula, and San Francisco are all approximately 3% for data collected in 2015. For the East
and North Bay, vacancy rates in 2015 are slightly
higher (4% and 5% respectively). In San Francisco, vacancy rates are still slightly higher than in
the 2007 peak, but all other regions are currently
experiencing lower vacancy.

While warehouse and manufacturing vacancy
rates are similar to aggregate trends depicted
in Figure IV.5, R&D vacancy rates in the East and
North Bay have been significantly higher over the
last ten years (Figure IV.6). R&D vacancy rates are
currently dropping regionally, but are still quite
high in the East and North Bay at approximately
10% in both areas.

Figure IV.5. Vacancy Rates, 2005 -2015
Source: CBRE

Figure IV.6. R&D Vacancy Rates, 2005-2015
Source: CBRE
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CONCLUSION

In sum, outside of San Francisco, much of the
Bay Area’s industrial land is occupied at very low
densities, perhaps to accommodate parking,
loading, and other surface uses. Warehouses
comprise half of the region’s stock, with R&D
comprising another 30%. Warehouse development dominates in every sub-region except the
South Bay, where R&D is concentrated. New
construction is occurring mostly in the East and
North Bay. There is a significant amount of older
stock, particularly in San Francisco, Alameda, San
Mateo, and Marin counties. Rents are generally
high and have recovered from the recession,
particularly in San Francisco and the Peninsula,
and for R&D. Vacancy rates are now reaching
historic lows, except for R&D.
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For this analysis we examined the distribution of
businesses across industrially zoned and other
land in all nine counties, to determine what type
of industries were concentrated on industrial
land. We develop a typology based on the location quotient (LQ), which measures the concentration of industries in a particular area relative
to the larger region within which it sits (the
reference region). If an LQ is greater than 1, it
is considered relatively concentrated; if it is less
than 1, then it is underrepresented.
We are particularly interested in determining
which industries are actually dependent on industrially zoned land, in other words, that seem
to avoid locating in other types of zones. For a
conservative estimation of such industries, we
use a LQ of greater than 2. By using this threshold, we were able to exclude a number of industries that seemed to be locating on industrial
land more out of convenience than necessity
(e.g., professional service firms, which do not
have much impact in terms of noise, traffic, and
odor and thus are not incompatible with other
uses).
We linked Dun and Bradstreet employment data
(from the National Establishment Time Series
data) for businesses by address to county assessor data at the parcel level for all nine counties
in order to determine which industries in each
county are thus heavily dependent on industrially zoned land. For each county, we summed the
jobs in each industry by zoning type. Then we
created two final groupings: Exclusive Industrial
Land and Mixed-Use Industrial Land. Exclusive
industrial land includes light, medium, heavy,
and transportation zones. Mixed-use (MU) industrial land includes light-office, heavy-office,
mixed-use residential, and mixed-use commercial.
Industrial businesses locate in many different
zones. For instance, a small construction contractor might operate out of a home in a residential
district. Larger contractors are more likely to
be dependent on industrially zoned land. Likewise, auto repair shops can be found as readily

in commercial zones as on industrial land. Tech
businesses are found throughout all types of
zones, depending on their size and production
process (e.g., whether they are conducting manufacturing, software design, research and development, or some combination). At the same
time, industrial land, whether exclusive or mixeduse, also houses many types of businesses. For
instance, older retail establishments such as
corner stores or diners may be grandfathered
into industrial zones. Flexible zoning regulations
on industrial land may permit a great variety of
uses, from government offices to professional
services.

Figure V.1. Location of industrially zoned land and industrial land-dependent jobs.

Thus, this analysis differentiates between the
industrial land-dependent industries through
the LQ method that are located throughout
the region, and the industrial land-dependent
businesses that are actually located on industrially zoned land (Figure V.1). As this diagram
illustrates, the industrial land-dependent businesses on industrial land are a subset of the
industrial land-dependent businesses throughout the region. For our projections of industrial
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land demand, we analyze both trends in these
businesses on industrial land and the larger set
of industrial land-dependent businesses. This
latter group of businesses may be considered
the latent demand for industrially zoned land.
Overall, our analysis found that in 2011, there
were 205,561 jobs in industrial land-dependent
industries actually located on industrially zoned
land, and 600,824 industrial land-dependent jobs
overall in the region.

LOCATION OF INDUSTRIES
DEPENDENT ON INDUSTRIAL
LAND

Figure V.2 maps the location of the industries
identified as highly dependent on exclusive
industrial zoning in the region (more detailed
maps are in Appendix V). This map sums Dun &
Bradstreet/NETS employment (for 2011) by block
group. The greatest concentrations of industrial
land-dependent employment occur in southern
Alameda County (from San Leandro to Fremont)
and northern Santa Clara County (primarily San
Jose). Other concentrations occur near SFO,
along the Northern Waterfront, and near Livermore. These concentrations suggest where the
region might want to consider more stringent
protections for industrial land in the future, in
order to support regional economic growth.

INDUSTRIES DEPENDENT ON
INDUSTRIAL LAND

Within Santa Clara, about half the industries dependent on industrial land experienced growth
from 1990 to 2012. The largest industry dependent on exclusive industrial land is circuit board
manufacturing. There are seven industries, a
larger share than other counties, that are dependent on both exclusive and MU industrial land
in Santa Clara including Electrical Contractors
and Other Wiring Installation Contractors and
Plumbing, Heating, and Air-Conditioning Contractors, which combined provide nearly 11,000 jobs.
Two of the somewhat unexpected industries
that made it to this list are Executive Offices and
Other General Government Support. Interviewees noted that public facilities such as these are
often built on industrial land out of expediency;
thus these uses most likely do not need to be
separated on industrial land.

The following first examines the top 30 industries by employment among those dependent
on exclusive industrial land for each of the nine
counties. We then provide an overview of the industries dependent on mixed-use industrial land
in the following section.

Figure V.2. Employment in Industries Dependent on Exclusive Industrial Land.
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MOBILITY OF INDUSTRIES
DEPENDENT ON INDUSTRIAL
LAND
Moves section

An important indicator of demand for industrial
land is the mobility of firms. If more firms and
jobs are moving out of industrial areas than are
moving in, demand may be declining. More inmoves suggests increasing demand.

mont, Milpitas, and San Francisco. San Francisco
industrial areas are more likely to experience
move-outs than move-ins. Areas that are top job
gainers and not losers include Hayward, SFO,
Oakland, and Pleasanton. Figure V.4 shows the
net change in industrial land-dependent jobs due
to moves, from 1990 to 2012.

Previous research has shown that overall, only
about 10% of firms move during their lifetime.
Industrial firms, particularly manufacturing, are
more likely to move than other types of industries. Looking only at industrial land-dependent
jobs, we find that they move in and out in approximately equal numbers, with a slightly greatly share of jobs moving into the Bay Area from
the rest of California and the United States than
move out.

Figure V.3. Moves of industrial land-dependent jobs into and out of the
Bay Area, 1990-2012.

Table V.1. Zip codes with the most industrial land-dependent jobs
moving in and out, 1990-2012.

In terms of absolute numbers of jobs, the most
mobile industries are in just four sectors: hightech manufacturing, construction, transportation, and wholesale (Table V.2). Again, the vast
majority of these moves (80-90%) occur within
the Bay Area.
The industrial areas from which jobs move are,
for the most part, the same areas as those receiving jobs (Table V.1). Cities experiencing the
most churn include Santa Clara, San Jose, Fre-
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NAICS
Industry description
3344 Semiconductor and Other Electronic Component Manufacturing
3341 Computer and Peripheral Equipment Manufacturing
2382 Building Equipment Contractors
3345 Navigational, Measuring, Electromedical, and Control Instruments Manufacturing
3342 Communications Equipment Manufacturing
5617 Services to Buildings and Dwellings
4237 Hardware, and Plumbing and Heating Equipment and Supplies Merchant Wholesalers
5182 Data Processing, Hosting, and Related Services
2383 Building Finishing Contractors
2362 Nonresidential Building Construction
4881 Support Activities for Air Transportation
3231 Printing and Related Support Activities
3254 Pharmaceutical and Medicine Manufacturing
3333 Commercial and Service Industry Machinery Manufacturing
4841 General Freight Trucking
5417 Scientific Research and Development Services
4238 Machinery, Equipment, and Supplies Merchant Wholesalers
4235 Metal and Mineral (except Petroleum) Merchant Wholesalers
4885 Freight Transportation Arrangement
2381 Foundation, Structure, and Building Exterior Contractors

Total jobs moved, 1990-2012
74,974
50,415
41,436
37,593
35,594
34,487
27,386
21,492
19,255
17,951
17,920
16,267
15,868
14,319
11,912
11,240
11,104
10,362
10,020
9,838

Table V.2. Bay Area’s 20 most mobile industries (1990-2012) that are dependent on industrial land

Moved
within
CA:
28,699

Moved
in from
within
CA:
41,299

Moved
outside
of CA:
46,574

Moved
in from
outside
of CA:
87,686

Figure V.4. Net industrial land-dependent jobs from moves, San Francisco Bay Area, 1990-2012.
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Zooming in to specific industrial districts reveals
distinct mobility patterns. For instance, South of
Market in San Francisco saw a net loss of about
4,400 jobs from 1990 to 2012: 24,531 jobs moved
out, and 20,102 jobs moved in. But as shown in
Figure V.5, jobs moving out of SOMA typically
head to other neighborhoods in the south of San
Francisco or San Mateo County, while jobs moving into SOMA come from the entire region.

In Fremont, near the future Warm Springs
BART station, jobs moving out head almost
exclusively to the 580 corridor in the Livermore
Valley and Silicon Valley, while jobs move in
from much of Silicon Valley (Figure V.6). Overall, the area has experienced a net gain of
almost 4,400 jobs, with 12,400 jobs moving out
and 16,800 jobs in firms moving in.

Figure V.5. Destination of jobs moving out of SOMA (left), and origin of jobs moving into SOMA (right), 1990-2012.

Figure V.6. Destination of jobs moving out of Warm Springs (left), and origin of jobs moving into Warm Springs (right)
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The story in West Oakland is more mixed, with
a net loss of 2,300 jobs from firm moves (Figure V.7). When firms leave, they go to a variety
of locations mostly in the East Bay and Solano
County. The firms that move in bring their jobs
primarily from San Francisco and the inner East
Bay.

INDUSTRIES DEPENDENT ON
INDUSTRIAL LAND BY
COUNTY

The following first examines the top 30 industries by employment among those dependent
on exclusive industrial land for each of the nine
counties. We then provide an overview of the industries dependent on mixed-use industrial land
in the following section.
Within Santa Clara County, about half the industries dependent on industrial land experienced
growth from 1990 to 2012. The largest industry
dependent on exclusive industrial land is circuit
board manufacturing. There are seven industries, a larger share than other counties, that are
dependent on both exclusive and MU industrial
land in Santa Clara including Electrical Contractors and Other Wiring Installation Contractors
and Plumbing, Heating, and Air-Conditioning
Contractors, which combined provide nearly
11,000 jobs. Two of the somewhat unexpected
industries that made it to this list are Executive
Offices and Other General Government Support.
Interviewees noted that public facilities such as
these are often built on industrial land out of
expediency; thus these uses most likely do not
need to be separated on industrial land.
.

Figure V.7. Destination of jobs moving out of West Oakland (top), and
origin of jobs moving into West Oakland (bottom).
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Table V.3. Top 30 Industries Dependent on Exclusive IL - Santa Clara County
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In Alameda County as well, half of the industrial land-dependent industries are experiencing
growth, while the other half are in decline. Car
transmission and shipping boxes manufacturing both provide over 2,000 jobs and are highly
dependent on Exclusive IL. Moreover the top
five industries in Alameda County dependent
on light, medium, or heavy industrial land have
relatively low employment numbers on MU
IL, suggesting these industries are particularly

reliant on exclusive industrial land. Only a few of
the selected industries are dependent on both
Exclusive and MU IL. These industries include:
Industrial Machinery and Equipment Merchant
Wholesalers, Electrical Apparatus and Equipment, Wiring Supplies, and Related Equipment
Merchant Wholesalers, Highway, Street, and
Bridge Construction, Poured Concrete Foundation and Structure Contractors, and Commercial
Bakeries.

Table V.4. Top 30 Industries Dependent on Exclusive IL - Alameda County
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Contra Costa County has slightly more declining
than growing industries, and the growing industries are considerably smaller than those in
decline. Within Contra Costa County, Petroleum
Refineries make up the largest share of employment among industries dependent on industrial
land followed by handbag and purse manufacturing. Again, the top five industries have rela-

tively low levels of employment on land zoned
MU-industrial and only Instruments and Related
Products Manufacturing for Measuring, Displaying, and Controlling Industrial Process Variables,
the Postal Service, and Other Scientific and Technical Consulting Services are dependent on both
Exclusive and MU IL.

Table V.5. Top 30 Industries Dependent on Exclusive IL - Contra Costa County
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In San Francisco County, there are almost twice
as many declining industries than growing industries that are dependent on industrial land, and
the growing industries are considerably smaller

than those in decline. Many of the growing industries are in construction; surprisingly, several of
the industries dependent on exclusive industrial
land are services.

Table V.6. Top 30 Industries Dependent on Exclusive IL - San Francisco County
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Of all the Bay Area counties, San Mateo has the
greatest share of growing industries and jobs
that are dependent on industrial land. Likely
because of SFO, the top industry dependent on
Exclusive IL is Freight Transportation Arrangement, though it is also dependent on MU IL. Per-

haps because so much of the land in the county
is mixed-use, many industries are concentrated
on both Exclusive and Mixed-Use industrial land.
There is very little heavy manufacturing in the
county.

Table V.7. Top 30 Industries Dependent on Exclusive IL - San Mateo County
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Like San Mateo County, Solano County has a
much larger share of industries dependent on industrial land that are growing, rather than declining. However, the total number of jobs is much
lower. Top industries dependent on exclusive
industrial land are refineries, construction, heavy
manufacturing, and food-related wholesale.

Aside from the expected manufacturing, wholesale, and construction industries that are dependent on exclusive industrial land in the Bay Area,
transportation industries also play a prominent
role in exclusive industrial land employment. In
addition to Freight Trucking and Passenger Air
Transportation in a couple of key counties, car
and automobile-related industries appear near
the top of the list in most of the counties.

Table V.8. Top 30 Industries Dependent on Exclusive IL - Solano County
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Table V.9. Top 20 Industries Dependent on MU Industrial Land
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INDUSTRIES DEPENDENT
ON MIXED-USE INDUSTRIAL
LAND

We also looked at the industries dependent on
mixed-use (MU) industrial land, which, similar
to the pure industrial, we defined as having a
location quotient greater than 2. Because MU
industrial land includes uses such as light-office,
heavy-office, mixed-use residential, and mixeduse commercial, there is a more diverse mix of
industries within this grouping. Often they locate
on mixed-use land because they encompass a
wide variety of functions, from production, to
administration and management, to R&D, to distribution. There are fewer manufacturing, wholesale, and transportation industries as a whole
compared to those dependent on exclusive
industrial land, with notable exceptions in Santa
Clara, San Mateo, and Sonoma.

grams employs another 1,700. Similarly, Sonoma
County is home to over 2,000 jobs within the
Temporary Help Services industry on land zoned
MU industrial. In Marin County, the largest industry is Direct Health and Medical Insurance Carriers, which is also responsible for 1,700 jobs, and
in San Francisco, the largest industry is Software
Publishers at 1,500 jobs. Interestingly, Contra
Costa County also does not have very large
industries dependent on MU industrial land. The
largest, Home Health Care Services, employs only
1,000 people, though it significantly more likely
to site on land zoned MU industrial as opposed
to land zoned for other uses.

In Santa Clara County, the manufacturing sector
plays a dominant role. Semiconductor and Related Device Manufacturing and Other Computer
Peripheral Equipment Manufacturing employ a
combined 38,000 people on MU industrial land, a
significantly higher number than those on exclusive industrial land. Additionally, Other Electronic
Parts and Equipment Merchant Wholesalers
employ another 8,600 on MU industrial land
while Bare Printed Circuit Board Manufacturing
employs 5,100. Within San Mateo County, Other
Management Consulting Services employs 5,500
on MU industrial land while Automatic Environmental Control Manufacturing for Residential,
Commercial, and Appliance Use is the 7th largest industry among all counties in this category,
responsible for 3,000 jobs.
In terms of employment, Alameda County does
not have many large industries in this category
and those industries that are sited on MU industrial land may not necessary require industrial
land at all. Administration of Human Resource
Programs (except Education, Public Health, and
Veterans’ Affairs Programs) employs 2,700 people and Administration of Public Health Pro-
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NOTES AND APPENDICES

NOTES
1. Rent numbers for the Peninsula and San
Francisco are calculated by aggregating CBRE
sub-regions regions. In particular, the sub
regions that comprised San Francisco are
very small so sample sizes are much smaller.
As a result, San Francisco and the Peninsula
calculations my have higher margins of error.
Often in San Francisco there was no data for
certain sub-regions because data was not
collected or was not available. For the warehouse rent data, the sub-regions San Francisco Downtown, San Francisco Downtown
West, and San Francisco Outer Area were
excluded from the aggregate. For the manufacturing rent data, San Francisco Downtown
and San Francisco Downtown West were
excluded from the aggregate. For the warehouse rent data, San Francisco Downtown
and San Francisco Outer Area were excluded
from the aggregate.
2. Interviews with real estate brokers covered
the following areas: East Bay and Central
Valley: Alameda and San Joaquin Counties;
North Bay: Santa Rosa, Novato Healdsburg;
North 880 Corridor: Richmond, Berkeley,
Oakland, Alameda, Emeryville; South 880
Corridor: Fremont; San Francisco (large-scale
and small-scale industrial); South Bay/Silicon
Valley, Northern Waterfront region of Contra
Costa County.
3. James Heilbrun, Urban Economics and Public
Policy, 1st ed. (New York: St. Martin’s Press,
1974).
4. Eric Heikkila and Thomas A. Hutton, “Toward
an Evaluative Framework for Land Use Policy
in Industrial Districts of the Urban Core: A
Qualitative Analysis of the Exclusionary Zoning Approach,” Urban Studies 23, no. 1 (February 1986), doi:10.1080/00420988620080051.
5. Marie Howland, “Planning for Industry in a
Post-Industrial World,” Journal of the American
Planning Association 77, no. 1 (2011), doi:10.10
80/01944363.2011.531233.
6. Karen Chapple, Planning Sustainable Cities and
Regions: Towards More Equitable Development
(London, United Kingdom: Routledge, 2014).
7. Scott Dempwolf. An evaluation of recent industrial land use studies: Do theory and history
make better practice? (2010) Retrieved from
http://www.academia.edu/319809/An_Evalua-

tion_of_Recent_Industrial_Land_Use_Studies_
Do_Theory_and_History_Matter_In_Practice
8. http://mhlnews.com/transportation-distribution/micrologistics-enables-shift-hub-and-spoke-smaller-regional-dcs
9. http://urbanland.uli.org/news/the-new-industrial-e-commerce-fullfillment-centers/
10. http://www.forbes.com/sites/rogeraitken/2015/08/11/amazons-profits-why-itsfinally-jam-today-as-transport-plans-coming-up-; http://www.logisticsmgmt.com/
view/e_commerce_activity_driving_need_for_
increased_demand_for_prime_warehouse_a/
warehouse
11. http://mhlnews.com/transportation-distribution/micrologistics-enables-shift-hub-and-spoke-smaller-regional-dcs
12. http://www.forbes.com/sites/retailwire/2015/08/23/is-walmart-really-fixing-itsout-of-stock-problems/?ss=logistics-transport
13. http://www.logisticsmgmt.com/view/e_commerce_activity_driving_need_for_increased_
demand_for_prime_warehouse_a/warehouse
14. http://mhlnews.com/transportation-distribution/can-warehouses-swap-space-using-app
15. http://www.smithsonianmag.com/innovation/
what-maker-faire-exactly-180955574/?no-ist
16. https://www.minnpost.com/cityscape/2015/05/future-urban-industrial-land-separating-fantasy-reality
17. http://newyork.uli.org/events/real-estate-experts-discuss-the-evolving-nature-of-industrial-real-estate-in-nyc/
18. http://www.manufacturingglobal.com/leadership/529/Can-you-manufacture-a-profitable-business
19. http://www.forbes.com/sites/kevinomarah/2015/07/22/industrie-4-0-is-ready-to-takeoff/2/
20. http://www.manufacturingglobal.com/
technology/458/Smart-manufacturing:-The-new-industrial-revolution
21. http://www.inboundlogistics.com/cms/article/
the-shape-of-things-to-come/
22. http://www.inboundlogistics.com/cms/article/
site-selection-the-rise-of-intermodal// ; interview with Tom O’Brien.
23. Ibid.
24. http://www.areadevelopment.com/specialPub/ldw09/top-logistics-locations002.shtml
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25. http://industrytoday.com/article_view.asp?ArticleID=3147
26. Find sources from Tom O’Brien (mentions
this in his PowerPoint for CP 217)
27. Find sources from Tom O’Brien
28. http://www.inboundlogistics.com/cms/article/
the-evolution-of-third-party-logistics/ and
also http://www.forbes.com/sites/stevebanker/2015/08/10/transportation-and-inventory-optimization-are-becoming-more-tightly-integrated/?ss=logistics-transport
29. http://www.americanshipper.com/Main/
News/Report_Increased_industry_engagement_needed_to_add_61314.aspx?source=SpecialCoverageOne and also http://
www.americanshipper.com/Main/News/
Port_of_Oakland_Ship_queue_has_disappeared_61374.aspx?source=SpecialCoverageOne
30. Find sources from Tom O’Brien (mentions
this in his PowerPoint for CP 217) and also
sources about Port of Oakland
31. Kasarda, John D., and Greg Lindsay. Aerotropolis: the way we’ll live next. Macmillan, 2011.
32. http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=a9h&AN=97438561&site=ehost-live
33. http://www.supplychaindigital.com/procurement/3974/REPORT:-Growing-market-usage-for-aerial-drones
34. http://www.industryweek.com/safety/incoming-amazon-wants-air-space-drone-delivery
35. http://www.forbes.com/sites/paulmartyn/2015/08/03/tech-enabling-same-day-delivery-markets/?ss=logistics-transport
36. http://www.industryweek.com/last-mile
37. http://www.logisticsmgmt.com/view/retail_supply_chain_managers_anticipate_new_
trend_in_warehousing/warehouse
38. http://www.inboundlogistics.com/cms/article/
the-shape-of-things-to-come/
39. The source of the assessors’ data was DataQuick, while the shapefiles came from
Boundary Shapefiles.
40. Though MTC developed a zoning layer for the
last Plan Bay Area, it organized the zoning
files by building type, rather than permitted
uses, which is the focus of this study.
41. City of Antioch Zoning Code
42. City of Rio Vista Zoning Code
43. Counties were divided into the five geographic groups as follows: San Francisco (San Fran-

cisco County), South Bay (Santa Clara County),
North Bay (Marin, Napa, Sonoma, and Solano
Counties), Peninsula (San Mateo County), East
Bay (Alameda and Contra Costa Counties)
44. Methodological Note on Total Land Acreage
Transacted: Five large outlier properties were
excluded from San Mateo.
45. During the time of research CBRE data was
available through Q2 of 2015
46. CBRE EA Industrial Outlook: Methodology,
Glossary of Terms, 2013
47. CBRE EA Industrial Outlook: Methodology,
Table A.2 Definition of Use Type, 2013
48. We also do not know if the industrial stock
counted by CBRE is located on the industrially zoned parcels identified by the Assessors’
data.
49. Counties were divided into the five geographic groups as follows: San Francisco (San
Francisco County), South Bay (Santa Clara
County), North Bay (Napa, and Solano Counties), Peninsula (San Mateo County), East Bay
(Alameda and Contra Costa Counties). Marin
and Sonoma counties are not included in
North Bay totals.
50. Methodological Note on Building Coverage:
Some entries in the Assessor’s data were excluded from this calculation to reduce error.
The first exclusion was any lot size entry in
the database that was either left blank or was
entered as a zero. We assumed that these entries were caused by a reporting error in the
Assessor’s database. The second exclusion
was any entry with a building square footage of zero. These were excluded after spot
checking entries using google earth. The spot
check found that the majority of the parcels
did have a structure on them, despite indicating a building square footage of zero. As
a result, the building coverage calculations in
Table 2 only include parcels that have already
been developed and exclude vacant parcels.
This process of excluding entries significantly
reduced our sample size (seen in the last two
columns).
51. Rent numbers for the Peninsula and San
Francisco are calculated by aggregating CBRE
sub-regions regions. In particular, the sub
regions that comprised San Francisco are
very small so sample sizes are much smaller.
As a result, San Francisco and the Peninsula
calculations my have higher margins of error.
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Often in San Francisco there was no data for
certain sub-regions because data was not
collected or was not available. For the warehouse rent data, the sub-regions San Francisco Downtown, San Francisco Downtown
West, and San Francisco Outer Area were
excluded from the aggregate. For the manufacturing rent data, San Francisco Downtown
and San Francisco Downtown West were
excluded from the aggregate. For the warehouse rent data, San Francisco Downtown
and San Francisco Outer Area were excluded
from the aggregate.
52. Karen Chapple and Carrie Makarewicz. “Restricting New Infrastructure: Bad for Business
in California?.” ACCESS Magazine 1.36 (2010).
Jed D. Kolko, David Neumark, and Ingrid Lefebvre-Hoang. Business location decisions and
employment dynamics in California. (San Francisco, CA: Public Policy Institute of California,
2007).
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Appendix I. Example Zoning Codes
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Appendix II. Methodological Notes on IL Percentage Calculations
Total Acreage
The total acreage used for the calculations in Table 3.2 does not come from the same Assessor’s
dataset as the industrial parcels. Instead the official land areas were calculated in GIS using the county shapefiles (clipped to exclude water) from MTC. This methodological decision was made because
in several counties the total land area from the Assessor’s database did not match the official numbers provided by the local governments. Many were in reasonable ranges, but two counties in particular were not close enough to use as denominators for our percentage calculations. In Alameda the
Assessor’s total was 252 square miles under the official land area, while San Mateo was 599 square
miles over the official land area number.
We detected that these discrepancies are a result of several factors in Assessor’s data, including:
incomplete or misreporting of data, parcels that include land under water, overlaps in parcel boundaries and/or parcels with multi-story buildings being counted several times. Similar issues may exist
in the industrial parcels, but because the total number of parcels is much lower we assume the error
is also lower. We were also able to spot check many of the industrial parcels using Google maps to
determine if the acreage reported by the Assessor seemed reasonable.
Despite these methodological issues, the range of potential percentages for total industrial land is
still quite small. When we used the Assessor’s total land number as the denominator, we found that
2.2% of land in the nine county region is zoned for industrial.
The acreage for ten industrially zoned parcels in San Mateo county were also recalculated using GIS
to determine if their very large size was a result of a data entry error. These recalculated parcel sizes
were supplemented for the original Assessor’s data in these 10 instances.
Agricultural Designations
Agricultural designations that specifically allow for industrial uses were rare in the city zoning codes
reviewed. This made it difficult to separate industrial uses from purely agricultural activity that can
take up a significant number of acres. As a result, all agricultural designations were excluded to avoid
skewing the results. This may explain why North Bay counties’ percent of industrial land was much
lower than other counties. For example, areas zoned for wineries were not included because even
though there may be industrial uses on that land (e.g. processing the grapes), it is difficult to separate that land area from the larger vineyard land.
Only two counties – Contra Costa (33,708 acres) and San Mateo (1,725 acres) – had parcels that were
explicitly zoned for both industrial and/or agricultural uses. Other cities may have had similar zoning
‘on the books’ but no parcels were found that actually contained that industrial agriculture zoning.
Fieldwork
Many industrial zones allow other uses such as schools or restaurants, or have nonindustrial uses
that predate the industrial zoning of the area. We have quantified the amount of land in the Bay
Area is zoned industrial, but we also wanted to estimate how much of that land currently has other
uses on it in reality.
To estimate the nonindustrial uses on industrial land in the Bay Area, we first took a geographically
random sample of fifty industrially zoned parcels for each of the nine counties using GIS software.
(This software ensures a geographical spread, because a simple random sample could still be clustered in a few cities or even one city.) The sample includes only light industrial, medium industrial,
heavy industrial, and transportation zoning categories, since many mixed-use categories allow a
variety of uses.
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Second, we looked at the fifty parcels in the sample for each county on Google Maps satellite view
and street view, to see if we could tell if the parcel currently has a nonindustrial use (or whenever the
most recent Google photos were taken). If it was not clear what the use on the parcel was, we visited
the sites in person to make a determination.
Empty lots were considered industrial and were not included in our count of nonindustrial uses
on industrial land. However, a parking lot or a construction site that was clearly nonindustrial was
counted as a nonindustrial use of industrial land. For example, in Santa Clara County, the Levi Stadium parking lot was zoned industrial but we marked it as having a nonindustrial use in our data.
Across the Bay Area, we found that 10% of the sampled parcels had current nonindustrial uses, or a
total of 6.5% of the industrial acreage in the region. The chart below shows the percent nonindustrial
use by county. The highest levels of nonindustrial uses on industrial land by county were in Santa
Clara and Sonoma Counties. Housing accounted for much of the nonindustrial uses on industrial
land, particularly in San Francisco. Other nonindustrial uses included parks, dog parks, cemeteries,
schools, and retail. Most of the land with nonindustrial uses was zoned for light industrial.

Bay Area
Alameda
Contra Costa
Marin
Napa
San Francisco
San Mateo
Santa Clara
Solano
Sonoma

Percentage of Industrial Land in Sample with
Nonindustrial Uses
10%
8%
10%
6%
2%
8%
8%
20%
4%
24%
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Appendix III. Industrial Land by County and City.
Complete Industrial Land Classification by County

Industrially Zoned Land per City (top 50)
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Industrially Zoned Land per City (top 50) contiued
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Appendix IV. Industrial Land by County.
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Appendix V. Top Industries Dependent on Industrial Land in Marin, Napa, and Sonoma Counties.
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